Dear All

The BEPAM team is pleased to let you know that the Built Environment Project and Asset Management (BEPAM) journal’s full Inaugural Volume is now available to read at http://www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm?issn=2044-124X - available ‘free’ until 30 September.

Note - pls. copy and paste above url if needed.

Note: the papers of the second issue of Vol. 1 have been made available online as draft versions before official publication of the issue in November 2011.

The second issue features:

1- A Management Framework for the Built Environment: BEM2 and BEM3
   Thomas Madritsch, Matthias Ebinger
2- Multi-criteria decision making for collaborative design optimization of buildings
   Benny Raphael
3- Performance of Mid-Project Reviews (MPRs): Quantification based on Fuzzy Recognition
   Ming Xu, Colin Duffield, Jianqin Ma
4- Impact of Flood Damaged Critical Infrastructure on Communities and Industries
   Abhijeet Deshmukh, Eun Ho Oh, Makarand Hastak
5- Conflict dynamics in a dam construction project: A case study
   Braj Kishor Mahato, Stephen Ogunlana
6- Bayesian analysis for causes of failure at a water utility
   Amarjit Singh
7- Boosting performance of road infrastructure: A case study based on motorist satisfaction in Singapore
   Florence Ling, Wee Tat Ng

NOTE: The 7 papers in the 1st Issue and both Editorials are ALSO available with the above.

Also, as mentioned in my Editorial, anyone who has a great idea for a topical theme relevant to BEPAM, more importantly coupled with the dedication to shepherd a ?Special Issue? on this theme, may consider to submit to me, a brief proposal (about 250 words) on this, also indicating any previous experiences as a Guest Editor.

I hope you have time to (at least) sample and enjoy the content of the 1st and 2nd issues.

As stated above, both are freely available at http://www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm?issn=2044-124X until 30 Sep. 2011.

Note - pls. copy and paste above url if needed.

Your feedback is also welcome.

Best Wishes

Mohan Kumaraswamy
Professor Mohan Kumaraswamy
Dept. of Civil Engineering,
The University of Hong Kong
Pokfulam Road, HONG KONG

Executive Director
Centre for Infrastructure & Construction Industry Development
http://www.hku.hk/cicid/
Editor-in-Chief, 'Built Environment Project and Asset Management'
www.emeraldinsight.com/bepam.htm